Eco-Olympics Participation Award

This year Eco-Olympics is introducing a new way to win! We are offering a catered banquet to the hall that reduces the most energy AND a $200-$500 award to the hall with the most amount of participation. This award can be used however the hall sees fit, to be determined by the Eco-Olympics team signed up in that hall. It could go to catering of your choice (Chipotle, Black Dog, etc.) or a ping pong table!

Ways to win Participation Points

- **Sign up for Eco-Olympics**
  - 1 point per person who signs up for Eco-Olympics
  - Sign up, [Here](#)

- **Host programs**
  - 5 points per program hosted
  - 1 point per person who attends your hosted program
  - For these points, you must show proof in the following ways:
    - Providing us with an attendance sheet
    - Taking a photo and posting it to our Facebook wall*

- **Tag us in Facebook posts**
  - 1 point per post on Facebook
  - You must post to our [wall](#) or tag us (@EcoOlympicsUIUC)*
  - More photos of the same event doesn’t mean more points, but creativity will be taken into consideration

*In your posts or FB tags include your hall name and a description.

An Eco-Olympics representative will try and attend all Eco-Olympics programs. If you have any questions about how this system works, please feel free to reach out to me!

Jessica Mondello
Eco-Olympics | Director
ecoolympics@gmail.com

Think Globally. Act Locally.